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A UM student says he was
harassed so thoroughly over his
sexual orientation he was forced
to lock himself in his room, with-
out food, for two days, according
to members of the UM Lambda
Alliance and a mentor of the stu-
dent.
“The only good fag is a dead
fag,” read a note slid under the
door of Xavier Old Chief’s third
floor room in Elrod Hall Oct. 7,
according to Nicola Perez and
Josh Crismore of the UM Lambda
Alliance, and Thelma Yellow
Kidney, a mentor, who all spoke to
Old Chief after the incident. 
The Lambda Alliance is a cam-
pus support group for gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgendered stu-
dents. 
Because Old Chief is an
American Indian, UM provides
him a mentor, Yellow Kidney. It is
her job to help him complete his
first two semesters and guide him
around campus.
Old Chief, in his late twenties,
is openly gay, Yellow Kidney said.
Old Chief called police early on
the morning of Oct. 7, after the
message board on his door was
defaced and four students tried to
force themselves into his room
while yelling threats, said the UM
Lambda Alliance. 
After this incident, Old Chief
grew constantly afraid and did not
leave his room for two days
except once to use the restroom
and possibly a drinking fountain,
said Yellow Kidney.  
After another incident, which
occurred early Sunday morning,
Old Chief disappeared and is cur-
rently missing, said the UM
Lambda Alliance and Yellow
Kidney. At press time, the where-
abouts of Old Chief are unknown. 
Old Chief may have provoked
some negative attention by play-
ing loud music late at night, said
Ryan Anderson, a freshman who
lives across the hall from Old
Chief.
Old Chief also had a previous
run-in with public safety on Sept.
16 when he was arrested, charged
with disorderly conduct and taken
to jail. He was apparently drunk
and hassling some female RAs,
said Capt. Jim Lemcke, at the
office of public safety.
The UM Lambda Alliance and
Yellow Kidney described the inci-
dents leading to the eventual
October stand-off as follows:
Old Chief had been harassed
about his sexual orientation regu-
larly for several weeks leading up
to the incident. 
Whenever he walked by certain
people, they’d call him explicit
names, said Perez, the Treasurer
of the UM Lambda Alliance.
Early in the morning on Oct. 7,
someone wrote “fucking fag” on
the white board of his door. Later
the board was torn off entirely.
At this point Old Chief called
Last winter Samina Naz was studying at the
University of Montana to be a teacher – now she is
homeless and fighting for the survival of her
remaining family members in the earthquake dev-
astated town of Mansehra, Pakistan.
Nearly 300 of Naz’s relatives were killed in the
Oct. 8 earthquake that demolished entire cities in
the region of Kashmir, Pakistan, northern India and
areas in Afghanistan.
“I cannot explain to you what kind of destruction
is held here,” Naz wrote in a brief email to Michele
Rutherford, research assistant for program develop-
ment in the Office of International Relations.
“After shocks are still continuing and we are out-
side of our homes,” Naz wrote. “250 to 300 of my
relatives are dead in this earthquake.”
Rutherford believes Naz might currently be liv-
ing in a tent in one of the camps created for
Pakistani citizens who have lost their homes.
Rutherford estimates that UM has had approxi-
mately 63 students from Pakistan in the last year.
Since the earthquake she has been attempting to
establish contact with each of them.
Naz is one of the few who has e-mailed back.
“I don’t know how she got to a computer,”
Rutherford said.
“Some of the other students we haven’t heard
back from,” she said. “We don’t even know if
they’re alive.”
Nearly 40,000 people have died and over 62,000
were injured in the Middle Eastern quake. These
numbers are expected to rise as more bodies are
pulled from the rubble.
In response to the devastation, Rutherford and
UM economics professor, Yasin Janjua, have set up
a booth in the UC to collect donations for the Red
Cross.
They have been collecting money at the booth
since last Thursday and will remain open for the
duration of this week.
Donations of $5 or more are rewarded with a bag
of regular or Mexican hot chocolate.
Janjua hopes that a private Missoula citizen will
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More riders, less pollution
Eleena Fikhman/Montana Kaimin
Freshman Cinesse Lawlor sits on a crowded University of Montana Park-N-Ride bus early Monday morning. Some students on the southern route have to wait for the next bus due to
the increased number of people using the service.
With gas prices rising and parking lots
shrinking, more UM students are turning
to the bus system to get them to school
this year.
Student buses serving Lewis and
Clark Village and the Dornblaser park-
ing lot saw a record number of riders last
week, when almost 8,000 students got a
lift to school and back. This follows a
trend of increasing riders this year.
In the first four weeks of fall classes,
the Park-N-Ride’s southern route saw
5,333 more riders than the first four
weeks of last year, according to Nancy
Wilson, director of the UM Office of
Transportation. 
Last week, a record 7,801 students
rode the southern route. 
The previous record was 7,311, which
was set in the last week of September
this year.
According to studies done by ASUM
Transportation, this year’s numbers
equal huge reductions in parking con-
gestion on campus and air pollution in
the Missoula valley. 
Based on last year’s study, it is esti-
mated that on average more than 700
fewer cars are driven to campus every
day thanks to the Park-N-Ride system.
Also, thousands of pounds of carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons are saved
from being emitted into the air due to
public transportation.
Wilson said these numbers are based
on the assumption that everyone who
rides the bus would drive a car other-
wise.
But the increase is also causing frus-
tration for people who use the busses to
get to class every day, especially those
who park at Dornblaser.
Kim Glennon, a UM junior majoring
in photojournalism, said she used to
park at Dornblaser, but now walks over
to the Lewis and Clark Village to ensure
she gets a seat on the bus.
“I’m fanatical about getting there on
time,” Glennon said. “If we stop at
Dornblaser, we can only pick up a few
people.” 
Wilson admitted that overcrowded
buses are a problem. 
“In the morning, we are still leaving
people,” Wilson said.
She said there are no plans to buy
more buses to serve the larger numbers
of riders and that they instead wanted to
educate riders about the city bus system
DANIEL PERSON
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Harassment and fear for one student in Elrod Hall
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Right to clean air
“Your right to smoke ends at
my nose” to paraphrase Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes’ (1841-
1935) statement, “The right to
swing my fist ends where the
other man’s nose begins.”  
The new law forbidding smok-
ing in public buildings has roused
tobacco addicts to proclaim that
their rights to “enjoy a legal prod-
uct” have been violated. There is
no constitutional right to smoke
tobacco in public, even though it
was tolerated by the public. 
Only 20 percent of Montanans
smoke these days. Why should
smokers dictate to the vast major-
ity of the population where they
can pollute the air? What ever
happened to the democratic idea
of “majority rules?”
Smokers can enjoy their habit
within their own living space,
within their personal vehicles and
out of doors. There is much more
outdoors geographically speak-
ing, than there are indoor public
buildings. 
It is not much of a hardship for
smokers to get off their butts and
go outside to have a puff—while
it is terribly inconvenient for me
to carry my dinner outside a
restaurant and eat it on the side-
walk.
Let there be
no mistake,
smoking effect-
ed me personal-
ly. I had the
extreme dis-
pleasure to
watch my moth-
er and my men-
tor Vern, both
50-year smokers, die from
emphysema, and to have my
father-in-law die of lung cancer
on his 73rd birthday.
Each of these individuals chose
to smoke and each of them
smoked around me. They were
like murderer-suicides. Each one
chose to commit slow suicide, but
they seemed intent to take me
along with them. 
To quote Howard Beale in the
movie “Network”
(1976), “I’m mad
as hell and I’m not
going to take this
anymore.” After
54 years of breath-
ing other people’s
smoke in —
school classrooms,
airplanes, bars,
concerts, restaurants, offices,
busses, doctors’ waiting rooms,
dorm rooms, motels and—a thou-
sand other places that I have been
trapped, I want to stand up for my
rights to breath clean air. 
My rights to breathe clean air
are enumerated in Section 3 of the
Montana Constitution.
“Inalienable rights. All persons
are born free and have certain
inalienable rights. They include
the right to a clean and healthful
environment and the rights of pur-
suing life’s basic necessities,
enjoying and defending their lives
and liberties, acquiring, possess-
ing and protecting property, and
seeking their safety, health and
happiness in all lawful ways. In
enjoying these rights, all persons
recognize corresponding respon-
sibilities.” 
The ban on smoking in public
buildings is long overdue. The
constitution does not say my
rights are suspended when I go
inside.
—Jim Beyer, Senior
School of Journalism  
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 108th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
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Editorial
The Solomon and the First:
amendments in opposition
Like a rookie quarterback making his first start against the world
champions, newly appointed Chief Justice John Roberts is being
thrown from the pan into the fire.
Perhaps one of the first cases the new-look Supreme Court will
hear will also be its biggest.
A decision is expected on the Rumsfeld v. Forum for Academic &
Institutional Rights case on Nov. 29.
The case brings into question the constitutionality of the Solomon
Amendment, an act passed following reactions to the military’s pol-
icy on homosexuals.
While the decision is expected soon, the case has been boiling for
more than a decade.
Since Congress passed the “Don’t ask, don’t tell” military policy
in 1993 that states armed services officers cannot ask service mem-
bers their sexual orientation but must discharge them if any evidence
of homosexuality is found, more than 8,400 members of the military
have been discharged. 
When the “Don’t ask, don’t tell” policy was passed, some law
schools started refusing military recruiters access to their career
services resources because the military, the schools felt, were dis-
criminating against homosexuals.
To counteract this exclusion, Congress passed the Solomon
Amendment in 1994 giving congress the power to withhold federal
funding to any law school that denied the military access. 
To agitate matters more, after Sept. 11, 2001, the Department of
Defense under the Bush administration told law schools they would
lose all federal funding unless they provided military recruiters the
same access to the campuses as other employers. This new threat
was not included anywhere in the Solomon Amendment, however.
In response to the new funding threat, many law school faculty
and staff members joined together to form the Forum for Academic
& Institutional Rights and sued the government.
According to the FAIR Web site, it is an organization made up of
“law schools and faculties who practice their message of justice and
equality by refusing to facilitate employment discrimination against
their students, including their students who are lesbian, gay, bisexu-
al, or transgender. FAIR contends that the Solomon Amendment vio-
lates the First Amendment rights of its members by conditioning fed-
eral funds to universities on its members’ support of military recruit-
ment on campus — recruitment that blatantly excludes openly gay,
lesbian and bisexual law students.”
This case raises some important questions surrounding the mili-
tary’s homosexual policy and whether or not it’s discriminatory. It
raises questions about the constitutionality of the Solomon
Amendment and its additional stipulations.
Most importantly, perhaps, it raises the question of whether certain
organizations can receive federal funding while not spreading a mes-
sage they disagree with.  
These questions need to be confidently and promptly answered by
the nine judges on your United States Supreme Court.
For Judge Roberts, it’s time to take off the practice jersey and
jump on the field. 
Much is at stake, and many people have an iron in the fire. All we
can do now is wait and hope these nine judges protect our freedom
of speech.
— Jake Sorich, sports editor
Ancient Mariner
Savage squirrels, failure, fear: enjoying fall
Awash in brilliant shades of red
and orange, the Oval buzzes with
mid-afternoon activity. Frisbees sail
through the autumn air, eagerly pur-
sued by students and dogs alike. A
cadre of squirrels scurries through
the browning grass, frantically paw-
ing the soil for hidden foodstuffs.
Like Darwin observing Galapagos
finches, the Ancient Mariner watch-
es the bushy-tailed busybodies
bound and bicker. With his slice of
banana bread attracting unwanted
attention from the fur-clad militia,
the raging neurotic quickly packs
his laptop and flees the theater of war.
Last week’s outbreak of squirrel-related violence brought to light a very serious issue on campus: whether
the pandemic results from Missoula’s no-leash law or some hush-hush graduate experiment in the anthropol-
ogy department, no one can overlook the hit-and-run tactics UM squirrels have put to use of late. 
They no longer seem content to forage the natural environment for sustenance. Rodent SWAT teams scale
the outer walls of Elrod Hall, raiding windowsills and unprotected mini-fridges. Kamikazes rain down from
the trees into unsuspecting trashcans. The occasional flesh-hungry berserker chitters his savage war cry while
bearing down on the nearest unwary student.
Squirrels were truly bred for the art of deception. Innocence abounds in their almost hypnotic stare, and one
wonders how such a furry, doe-eyed creature could become so vicious. Until they bare their yellowed teeth. 
My sleep is still haunted by nightmares of the incident. Hungry brown eyes suddenly give way to a wicked
snarl, and I wake up in a cold sweat. Only late-night reruns of “Leave it to Beaver” can lull me back into a
false sense of security.
The attack happened late last April, as I sat beneath a tree outside the library. Setting down my weekly
European civilization reading, I noticed one of the tiny gladiators giving me the stare from a few feet away.
His hypnotic abilities met my mid-western naiveté halfway, and I broke off a piece of my scone as an offer-
ing. 
Pouncing catlike onto my outstretched hand, the squirrel batted the offering away and sank his teeth into
my finger. A mixture of confusion, shock and fear threw me into a fit of madness as I flung the bushy bastard
to the ground. For a moment, he locked eyes with me, pondering another skirmish. My incomprehensible
shrieks intimidated him more than my size, and he dashed out of sight.
Attacks such as these make it hard for paranoid individuals to justify a walk across campus. With the tides
of natural selection turning in favor of the squirrels, why should you risk life and limb to attend your
American history lecture? Perhaps it is time for humans to step down as the dominant species on Earth.
Moving past my Marty Stouffer-inspired commentary, one could argue the theory of squirrels as an indica-
tor species, shedding light on the complexities of campus survival. Microevolution in the local wildlife isn’t
the only danger to UM students. Living alongside hundreds of peers and under the strictures of university law,
college students face an endless set of challenges  
Some live in fear of stumbling into class with a raging hangover to discover that the midterm was this
Monday, not the next. Others quail at the thought of pink test strips on their home pregnancy kits. Hell, that
knock on your dorm door could be Officer Jim Lemcke and the end of your financial aid. 
As the Ancient Mariner retreats from his position on the Oval, anxieties about college failure creep into his
mind. Thoughts of service sector jobs back home seem more frightening than any band of starving squirrels.
Night classes at the community college send him deeper into panic. And if expulsion does rear its ugly head,
he dreads his induction into the Missoula great unwashed. 
ALEX SAKARIASSEN
MONTANA KAIMIN
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the
Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know.  If we
find a factual error we will correct it.
TODAY’S BIRTHDAY (10-18-05)
Financial security can be yours this year, or at the very
least you can make great strides toward that goal.
Make a game out of being frugal. To get the
advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
Today is a 6 _ It's OK to be frugal, every once in a
while. You may not get as much as you thought, so
don't spend more than you have.
TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY 20)
Today is a 7 _ You're in control of the schedule, so
don't let a worrier push so hard the machinery breaks.
Set the pace.
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 21)
Today is a 6 _ Watch out for hidden reefs, and other
invisible dangers. All is not as it appears to be. Take
care.
CANCER (JUNE 22-JULY 22)
Today is a 6 _ This disagreement will be more difficult
to avoid. Don't let them spend your money to solve
their problems.
LEO (JULY 23-AU G. 22)
Today is a 6 _ Senseless rules and regulations inhibit
your progress. Don't confront; search for loopholes.
VIRGO (AU G. 23-SEPT. 22)
Today is a 7 _ Although you'd like to break away early,
the odds for that are not good. Also be careful about
directions. Be watching for mistakes.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22)
Today is a 7 _ If you're after financing, you should
know that the money's available. There will be
questions, however, and you'll need to have the right
answers.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV. 21)
Today is a 5 _ Be respectful to a person who insists on
giving advice. Although the critique is annoying, parts
of it are right.
SAGITTARIUS (NO V. 22-DEC. 21)
Today is a 6 _ A slow and steady pace is required, to
accomplish this task. Kick yourself into low 4x4 and
start plowing through it.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22-JAN. 19)
Today is a 7 _ All is not as it appears to be, regarding
money. Don't fall for a trick; in fact, don't go shopping
at all.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18)
Today is a 7 _ As you're considering options, also
consider consequences. Mention these considerations
to the others who are involved. That's your job.
PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20)
Today is a 6 _ Dig deep to get the answer to a burning
question. If it's "no," by the way, simply wait a while,
for a better time.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC. Distributed by
Knight Ridder-Tribune Information Services.
D a i l y  A s t r o l o g y
Welcome Back, Students!
Appointments now being scheduled for personal counseling
Crisis counseling available
Counseling and Psychological Services
at the Curry Health Center
Call 243-4711 for more information
 
Jeanne Rizzoto’s four children differ in maturity and
intelligence, but the most noticeable difference is the
amount of body hair.
While her two oldest human sons live away from home,
the two younger primates are still in diapers.
Rizzoto, the 52-year-old owner of the Century 21 real
estate agency in Red Lodge, Mont., is the proud owner of
two male chimpanzees: 3-year-old Kramer and his older
brother Connor, six months Kramer’s elder.
“There are several different groups that have chimps,”
Rizzoto said. “Unfortunately, I am one of the rare few that
have them for non-commercial and non-marketing rea-
sons.” 
Rizzoto bought Connor when he was about 6 months old
from a Missouri research company in 2002. Not wanting
him to be lonely, she bought Kramer from the same compa-
ny in early 2003. Each of the chimpanzees cost around
$50,000.
“I didn’t think it was fair for Connor to not have a broth-
er,” she said.
Rizzoto has been working around chimpanzees since she
was 18 years old, when she began to volunteer in primate
shelters and sanctuaries in California. 
“You have to know what you are getting into before you
get them,” she said. “You better be ready to have them for
the rest of your lifetime or theirs.”
Last week, University of Montana anthropology student
Caitlin Baranko brought the 23-pound chimp, Kramer, to
campus because she was babysitting him for the weekend.
Baranko, a junior at UM from Red Lodge, is the chimp-
sitter for Rizzoto in the summertime and during the winter
sessions.
“Even though they can be domesticated, you have to real-
ize they still are wild animals,” she said.
Also, the chimpanzees have many more needs than nor-
mal domesticated animals.
“They are just like a child. They need a lot of attention,”
Baranko said.
Both Kramer and 33-pound Connor come from genera-
tions of captivity-bred chimpanzees, where their average
life span ranges from 40 to 60 years.
Even though neither have ever seen a rainforest or been
in the wild – Kramer is terrified of grass and will only set
foot on it if he has Connor or a caretaker with him – they
still display instinctive chimpanzee characteristics. Connor
often tries to establish his hierarchical male dominance,
although chimpanzees don’t reach maturity until their early
teens, and both need physical contact after a fight for reas-
surance.
While living with Rizzoto, the duo has adopted other
traits, too.
Connor and Kramer don’t mind taking a dip in Rizzoto’s
swimming pool, as long as she is there with them because
they have almost no body fat and sink like rocks.
Connor has proven himself an accomplished escape
artist. Rizzoto has had to change the combination lock on
his cage four times.
Connor also knows 10 sign language signals and can eas-
ily recognize a variety of different animals from his picture
books. By watching educational shows on the chimps’ own
TV, Connor is able to point out several different body parts
when asked.
He also loves to thumb through magazines, licking his
fingers as he turns each page.
They even brush their teeth daily.
Nineteen states allow private ownership of primates with
varying forms of certification for the animal. Montana
doesn’t have any restrictions on owning primates, but does
require an owner to have a transportation permit, a  health
certificate and a tuberculosis test on the animal, Rizzoto
said. 
She has gone beyond those requirements by having AIDS
tests and “pretty much everything else you can think of for
their sake, as well as mine,” Rizzoto said.
On her land outside Red Lodge, Rizzoto is building a
new home for her chimpanzees. The two will soon be liv-
ing in a spacious 3,600 square-foot enclosure, with an addi-
tional 100-by-100 foot outside area available when the
weather permits.
Right now, the chimpanzees sleep in their own bedroom,
complete with Sealy mattresses in specially made cribs, and
play in Rizzoto’s dining room turned playpen.
Rizzoto isn’t allowed on flights with her
chimps, so she is taking flying lessons in order
to transport them herself.
And when they have to travel, Kramer and
Connor do so in the back of a modified
Hummer, complete with baby seats and a play
area.
“I think they are more spoiled than we were at
that age,” said Jared Rizzoto, the oldest of
Jeanne Rizzoto’s sons. “They have such distinct personali-
ties.”
Kramer, who is more withdrawn and less assertive than
his brother, loves the company of women and gets hyper
from a few sips off a latté. Connor, on the other hand, is
more aggressive toward women and has to be disciplined
more strictly. Both of the chimps are fascinated by horses
and love to watch westerns. Connor often imitates John
Wayne and is even learning to play the recorder.
“They are like little brothers. It’s definitely much more
than a pet companionship relationship,” Jared Rizzoto said.
Often, primate adoption is a result of people who want to
have children but are unable. While they are big-eyed and
helpless as infants, chimps develop into near human-sized
animals with the strength of several men.
“In any situation where you have a wild animal as a pet,
you run into any number of issues,” said Ashley McKeown,
a UM assistant professor of anthropology.
When chimpanzees become adults they can become very
dangerous, especially the males, McKeown said.
Adopted primates are often abandoned because their
owners are unable to adequately provide for them as they
age, or because they have become disobedient and aggres-
sive as they mature.
Jeanne Rizzoto said the failure of those who sell primates
and monkeys to the public to educate their buyers is the
main problem.
That is why she takes Kramer and Connor across the
state, stopping at more than 30 schools and a variety of hos-
pitals along the way, in order to educate people about pri-
mates. Rizzoto said people have many misconceptions
about chimpanzees, such as captive chimps transferring dis-
eases to humans and she enjoys being able to dispel those
myths.
“I really am impressed and encouraged to see the educa-
tional efforts by Jeanne,” McKeown said. “The more we
realize the commonality between chimps and humans, the
more we will care about their fate.”
Tuesday, October 18, 2005
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Chimpanzees charm anthropology class
Scott Poniewaz/Montana Kaimin
Caitlin Baranko, a junior majoring in anthropology, flips Kramer, a 3-year-old chimpanzee, after bringing him to an anthropology class last Thursday.  People gathered to wit-
ness the chimp’s behavior and take pictures on camera phones.  Baranko babysits for owner Jeanne Rizzoto of Red Lodge, Mont.
JACOB LIVINGSTON
FOR THE KAIMIN
“They are like little brothers.”
— Jared Rizzoto, eldest son
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that also runs past both the
Lewis and Clark Village and
Dornblaser Field.
Mountain Line officials said a
bus runs a route almost identical
to Park-N-Ride, but is never as
congested, with an average of 360
riders a day.
Wilson said she didn’t know
why there has been such a sharp
increase in riders this year.
However, she maintained that
despite the flaws in the bus sys-
tem, the program is still perform-
ing very well and cited an effort
by the Montana State University
student government to emulate it
as evidence.
MSU’s student government
recently voted to delay the con-
struction of a parking garage on
campus and began working on
developing a bus system instead,
according to Derrick Bratwohl,
ASMSU’s senate secretary.
Currently, only one bus serves the
Bozeman campus and runs
extremely limited routes, he said.
This year, ASUM
Transportation also began a route
that runs to and from a parking lot
north of campus.
However, this route has seen
very few riders so far, Wilson
said. 
“This is a new lot with no light-
ing, no signage, it’s still a secret,”
she said.
Two 21-year-old University of
Montana students were assaulted
Saturday night near the Bridge
Pizza on Higgins Avenue, accord-
ing to police.
While neither Marcus Chebul
nor Wally Catton is homosexual,
the fact that the suspects thought
they looked gay may have played
a role in the cause of the beatings,
Chebul said.
Police have not identified a sus-
pect, said Sgt. Scott Brodie.
Chebul suffered a mild concus-
sion and a tripod fracture in his
right cheek bone, he said.
Catton was admitted to the
emergency room Saturday around
midnight and released Monday
morning, said his father, Ted
Catton, said.
He said Catton has a broken
jaw, which will be wired shut for
four to six weeks, a cracked molar
and chipped front teeth.
A vehicle with several individu-
als drove by Chebul and Catton as
they walked along Higgins
Avenue Saturday night, police
said.
“One of the individuals in the
vehicle yelled ‘fags’ out the win-
dow,” Brodie said.
Chebul was wearing glasses and
a silly-looking hat, said Whitney
Wakimoto, a friend of Chebul’s
and Catton’s who had seen them
about an hour before the beating.
Chebul and Catton continued
walking northbound on Higgins,
Chebul said.
“We just kind of brushed it off,”
he said.
When they got to the Bridge
Pizza parking lot, two men
popped out from around the cor-
ner, he said.
“One of them just ran right into
me,” Chebul said.
It was then that he realized they
were the same men from the car,
he said.
“One of them grabbed the glass-
es off my face,” Chebul said.
The man then said Chebul
looked less gay, like less of a fag,
he said.
Chebul said he is not gay.
Catton, whom the Kaimin was
unable to reach, is not gay either,
Wakimoto said.
Chebul said he was trying to be
reasonable about not starting a
fight with the suspects.
“I had never really been in a
fight before,” he said.
However, a man came up
behind him and hit him, he said.
“I just kept on getting hit in the
face about seven or eight times,”
he said.
At that point, he fell on the
ground and the next thing he
remembers is coming to at the gas
station across the street, Chebul
said.
According to police reports the
victims called police after they
were beaten, and police met them
at the scene of the crime.
Both victims were treated at the
scene, and one victim said he
would go to the hospital himself.
“Officers canvassed the area for
the vehicle with no luck,” Brodie
said.
The only leads police have are
that suspects were driving a red
SUV. The victims were able to get
part of the license plate number,
police said.
The partial plate number can be
run through the database, but it
will be time consuming, Brodie
said.
“There are probably three or
400 red SUVs in this town,” he
said. “We need a little more infor-
mation to go on.”
At this point the crime is con-
sidered an assault, he said. The
victims will have to provide med-
ical treatment records before
police decide if the crime was a
misdemeanor or a felony, Brodie
said.
A misdemeanor involves bodily
injury, while a felony causes seri-
ous bodily injury, according to the
Montana Code Annotated.
Serious bodily injury includes
broken bones or damage to an eye,
more than a scratch or a black eye,
Brodie said.
The penalty for a misdemeanor
is $500 and/or less than six
months in jail. For aggravated
assault, which is a felony, the
penalty is a term in the state prison
for not less than two years or more
than 20 and a possible fine of no
more than $50,000, according to
the Montana code.
This incident is not related to
the random beating of two men
downtown last month, Brodie
said. The alleged suspects of that
crime are in custody.
“They’re still in jail, to my
knowledge,” he said.
Police aren’t viewing the beat-
ings as a trend, Brodie said.
Assaults and bar fights are a
common occurrence, he said.
“This is kind of unusual
because it seems kind of random,”
Brodie said. “It is kind of a con-
cern if it just turns out to be a ran-
dom act of violence.”
Chebul said he did not know the
suspects.
“As best as I can guess, they
were probably just a bunch of kids
in high school,” he said.
He also said he was caught off
guard by the beating.
Catton’s father was also sur-
prised by it.
“My surprise is that there’s
these youth gangs, I guess you
might say, on the streets attacking
innocent people,” he said.
The assault is not a hate crime,
Brodie said. Sexual orientation is
not included in the Montana hate-
crime statute.
“There’s been quite a bit of
hype around town that a big hate
crime occurred,” he said.
“Looking at the statute, it doesn’t
fall into that category.”
A man showing his new rifle to a friend Saturday in the parking lot
north of Craig Hall caused Missoula Police Department and Office of
Public Safety officers to respond with guns drawn.
Someone saw the gun and was worried by it so they reported it to
Public Safety, said Capt. Jim Lemcke with the Office of Public Safety.
It turned out that the man had recently bought the gun and was letting
his friend have a look at it, Lemcke said.
At least three Missoula Police Department cars and one Public Safety
car responded to the lot. One of the city police officers had an assault
rifle, which is a precautionary measure, Lemcke said.
“If we’re going up against a rifle, then we have to be equally
equipped,” he said. “I’m sure it was just in case.”
Officers determined that the man was just showing his gun to a friend
and told him to lock up the gun in one of the designated lockers in a
dorm, Lemcke said. It’s not illegal to have a gun on campus, but guns
that aren’t stored in one of the dorm lockers are violations of campus
policy, Lemcke said.
Gun draws policemen
PETER BULGER
MONTANA KAIMIN
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$1.00
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307 W. Rainbow
406-728-9826
Random assault Saturday night sends
one student to emergency room
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After getting schooled by the
Montana defense the past two
seasons, this time the pupil
became the teacher. 
Eastern Washington’s Erik
Meyer and his fellow Eagles put
on an offensive exhibition
Saturday, derailing the University
of Montana’s 13-game home win-
ning streak with a 34-20 victory.
The senior Walter Payton
Award candidate quarterback
earned the National I-AA offen-
sive player of the week award for
his five-touchdown performance.
He amassed 395 passing yards
completing 28 of 40 attempts. He
also rushed for 42 yards on 7 runs,
many coming for first-down
yardage on third down.
“We didn’t have any answers
for him,” UM Head Coach Bobby
Hauck said.
The Grizzlies’ best chance to tie
the score died after a backward
lateral, on what appeared to be a
trick play, was recovered by
Eastern Washington with just over
13 minutes left  in the game.
Meyer and Eastern later scored
again to seal the victory.
While the Griz were left clue-
less on Meyer, the Eagles had all
the answers.
“We knew we had to come in
here and take shots,” EWU Head
Coach Paul Wulff said.  “We were
gonna be aggressive.” 
That attitude was evident as
early as the coin toss.  The Eagles
won the toss, but elected to defer
and then surprisingly chose to
have their offense going toward
the north end zone in the second
and fourth quarters.  The north
end zone fans are infamous for
being rowdy, making it difficult
for opposing offenses to score
touchdowns.
“We normally always take the
ball, but we wanted to put our
defense on the field first and
maybe take the sting out of the
crowd early,” Wulff said.  “I
wanted the ball in the second half.
Usually their crowd is not as
strong starting the second half.”
Wulff’s strategy paid off as his
defense forced the Griz three-and-
out on the opening possession.
When Meyer got the ball in his
hands, it didn’t seem to matter if
his offense was traveling north,
south, east or west.  The Eagles
were not going to be stopped.
Meyer put his team on top
early, when he wedged a 30-yard
pass between two Grizzly defend-
ers, Tuff Harris and Tyler
Thomas.  The pass fell into the
hands of senior Craig McIntyre
for the first of his three touch-
down catches.  The Eagles missed
the extra point attempt.   
The Grizzlies bounced back by
taking a 7-6 lead on the first play
of the second quarter.  Junior run-
ning back Lex Hilliard’s 3-yard
touchdown run capped a 77-yard
drive that was aided by two pass
interferences and a roughing the
passer by the Eagles defense.
Despite Hilliard’s early suc-
cess, he was held in check by the
Eagles’ defense for 53 yards on 15
carries.
“If we can’t run the ball better
than we did today we’re not going
to win,” Hauck said.
The Eagles’ offense was just as
effective as their defense in limit-
ing Hilliard’s output.  By counter-
ing with two unanswered scores,
the Griz were forced to play
catch-up the rest of the game and
abandon the running game.
Meyer first found senior Eric
Kimble on a tunnel screen, which
Kimble caught on the left hash
mark and zigged and zagged 34
yards across the field for a score.  
On the next Eastern possession,
Meyer found McIntyre for their
second touchdown combo with
the 32-yard score.
With the Eagles leading 20-7 at
the half, it looked like Wulff’s
coin toss strategy would again
pay off.  At the start of the second
half, with many of the 23,732 fans
outside the stadium enjoying their
refreshments, Meyer marched his
team leisurely down the field.
With the ball on the UM 4-yard
line, it appeared the high-powered
Eagle offense was on the verge of
putting the game out of reach.
However, Meyer then made his
only mistake of the game.
Sophomore linebacker Tyler
Joyce stepped in front of Kimble
at the goal line to intercept
Meyer’s pass.
“I just didn’t see him and the
guy made a great play,” Meyer
said.
That play unleashed a series of
Montana opportunities to come
back, but they couldn’t capitalize.
The Montana offense got the
ball at its 3-yard line and drove
the length of the field.  After nine
plays, redshirt-freshman quarter-
back Cole Bergquist had his team
at the EWU 7-yard line staring
into the now-full north end zone.
He rolled to his right and found
open field.  As he dove toward the
goal line the ball was knocked
into the air.  Sophomore Eric
Allen recovered it for a bizarre
would-be touchdown, but it was
called back for an illegal forma-
tion penalty. The Griz settled for
a 30-yard Dan Carpenter field
goal.
After forcing the second and
final Eagle punt of the game, the
Grizzlies’ offense failed to con-
vert.  Bergquist tried back-to-back
deep balls in the end zone to
sophomore Ryan Bagley on third
and fourth down.  The last attempt
was caught but not controlled by
Bagley until he was out of
bounds.
“I got my hands on it and I
guess I was out of bounds,”
Bagley said.  “That could have
been the game right there.”
Bagley would go on to a career-
high nine catches for 102 yards
and a touchdown all in the fourth
quarter.  Bagley and freshman
Mike Ferriter, who added 125
total yards, were forced to pick up
the slack left by an injury to sen-
ior receiver Jon Talmage that kept
him out of action for the entire
second half.
Unfortunately for the Griz, the
22-yard Bergquist-to-Bagley
score came after Meyer and
McIntyre hooked up for their
third touchdown connection, nar-
rowing the Eagle lead to 27-17.
On the ensuing kickoff, UM
sophomore Quinton Jackson
knocked the ball loose from the
Eagles’ returner, and kicker Pete
Sloan made the recovery at the
EWU 25-yard line with 13:22 left
in the game.
On the next play, Berquist’s
backward pass to Jackson went
over his head and was ruled a
fumble.
“We were going to try a big
play,” Bergquist said.  “I just let it
sail over his head.  We caught a
bad break. It stayed in-bounds and
they just picked it up.”
It looked like a possible double-
pass trick play.  The kind of call in
that situation that makes the
coach look like a hero or a zero.
In this case the Griz came away
with nothing.
“That was huge,” EWU line-
backer Joey Cwik said.  “When
something like that happens you
just have to go out there and make
the best of it. We knew they were
gonna take a shot. I think what it
was intended was some kind of
throwback (to Bergquist.)”
The Montana offense rebound-
ed and got the ball to the EWU 9-
yard line, but again had to settle
for another Carpenter field goal to
bring the Griz within seven points
with 6:09 remaining.
Meyer and the Eagle offense
came on for one last hurrah.  They
drove 80 yards, throwing the ball
down the field as if they were the
team trailing.  Meyer found his
other senior Raul Vijil for an eight
yard score over the middle.
“Our third down play for the
final touchdown was the nail,”
Wulff said.
Eastern Washington is now tops
in the Big Sky standings.
“We’ve got three more Big Sky
games,” Wulff said.  “We need to
win them. If we do, we’re outright
champions.”
The No. 6 Eastern Washington
hosts Weber State while the No. 9
Grizzlies, 4-2, will host the No. 3
Cal Poly Mustangs.
Hauck said he can’t think about
the conference with an opponent
like Cal Poly coming to town.  He
said he’d be too busy trying to get
the Griz back on track. 
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Eagles 30 Griz 24, UM suffers worst home loss in 15 years
Scott Poniewaz/Montana Kaimin
University of Montana quarterback Cole Bergquist tries to hold off the Eastern Washington University defense late in the fourth quarter of Saturday’s game.
The Griz ended their 16-game home winning streak with a 30-24 loss to EWU.
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The University of Montana
basketball team opened up prac-
tice last week with a big problem.
UM head coach Larry
Krystkowiak confirmed Monday
that 6’10” senior center John
Seyfert injured his anterior cruci-
ate ligament in a pre-season work-
out and will likely not play this
season.
Seyfert was the lone Griz to
play in all 31 of UM’s regular-
season games last year but
missed Montana’s NCAA tourna-
ment game against Washington
because of an injury. Seyfert,
who started each of the games he
played in, averaged 5.2 points
and 3.8 rebounds per game.
The loss of Seyfert, coupled
with the graduation of power for-
ward Kamarr Davis and his team-
high 15.2 points and 6.1 rebounds
per game, leaves Montana with a
lack of bulk in its front-court.
Krystkowiak acknowledged that
while Seyfert’s injury hurts the
team, he expects other players to
step up in Seyfert’s absence.
“We’re going to cope with it
the only way we know how to
cope,” Krystkowiak said. “It’s a
really sad deal but we can’t think
about it.”
Some of the early candidates to
replace Seyfert in the middle are
a trio of freshmen in 6’10” Eric
Van Vleit, 6’7” Kyle Sharp and
6’8” Jordan Hasquet. Both Van
Vleit and Sharp are true freshmen
from California while Hasquet
red-shirted for UM last year.
Krystkowiak said that Hasquet
is currently nursing a stress frac-
ture but he is expected to be
ready by the time Montana opens
up its season against Boise State
on Nov. 18. However,
Krystkowiak stressed how impor-
tant it was now for his team to
stay healthy and said that UM
was not going to rush Hasquet
back onto the court.
Even with a roster that is eight
perimeter players strong,
Montana is not too worried about
the team’s lack of height.
“I think college basketball has
changed,” Krystkowiak said.
“There’s not the dominant centers
(anymore) that can kill you.”
As the full moon appeared in the
sky and illuminated the Kim
Williams Trail, noisy sounds resem-
bling a pack of wild animals congre-
gating for a hunt filled the night.
But the animals were humans,
many of them University of
Montana students, and their hunt
was for a refreshing beer.
More than 30 people, the majori-
ty from Team Stampede, a triathlon
team in Missoula that a number of
University students race for, partici-
pated in the Third Annual
Montucky Beer Mile Championship
Saturday night at the John H. Toole
Riverfront Park. 
“This is our off-season,” Jeff
Cincoski, a senior at UM and mem-
ber of Team Stampede said. “This is
just kind of a fun activity for all of
us.”
The Beer Mile race is a celebra-
tion to the end of the triathlon sea-
son according to Elliot Bassett, a
student at the University and mem-
ber of Team Stampede, who refers
to this event as “the greatest day of
the year.” 
Consisting of three parts, the
event was open to anyone who
wanted to race or just happened to
show up.
The first competition was the
Beer Mile. Each contestant ran one
mile (four times around the track)
and each time around the runner had
to stop and chug a beer – a total of
four beers consumed. The beer had
to be empty before the runner could
take another lap and if a runner got
sick and spit or threw up, another
beer had to be consumed before the
contestant could race again.
Many of the participants from the
University live together and have
developed some playful rivalries
among their houses, Cincoski said.
“There is a lot of inter-house
competition this year,” Cincoski
said, surveying the runners as they
prepared for the first race.
“Everything we do is geared toward
some sort of athletic event.”
A five second countdown pro-
ceeded and with a shout of “Go!”
The contestants chugged their beers
as fast as they could before taking
off around the track.
After the second lap, the true
worth of the runners began to show.
The runners either continued to
fearlessly guzzle their beer and pace
the track, or there were those who
proceeded to throw up their beer
before taking a few deep breaths
and taking another chug.
As the Beer Mile came to an end
the cheers of encouragement grew
louder.
“Come on man put it down!”
yelled a guy from the sidelines to his
friend who struggled to take a
breath and chug a beer at the same
time.
“He’s catching up!” another man
yelled from the sidelines.
The competition remained fierce
throughout each of the four laps.
“We’ve got a hurler,” Cincoski
said as the runners crossed the finish
line, one participant stopping to
retch up the beer in his upset stom-
ach.
Senior Ben Hoffman was the
winner of the Beer Mile. He needed
a few minutes to catch his breath
and settle his stomach before
describing his win.
“I feel really good,” Hoffman
said. “But, the truth is I had some
concern about the competition
between the house.” 
Tyler Blackwell calls himself an
honorary member of the triathlon
team, explaining that he’s friends
with them, but doesn’t compete
with them. The Beer Mile is the one
time of year when he can compete
with his triathlon running friends.
“I think I did well,” said
Blackwell, a junior at the
University. “Not actually being a Tri
team member and finishing in under
eight minutes, I think is a huge
accomplishment.”
As Blackwell celebrated his fin-
ish with friends, a naked runner
crossed the finish line and called for
a beer. His demand was met and
accompanied with laughter from the
crowd. After a few minutes, atten-
tion from the naked runner was
diverted to the beginning of the sec-
ond competition of the night – the
two-mile bike race.
Here, each biker drank a beer for
every two laps (four beers total)
around the track.
With another five-second count-
down and shouting, “Go!” the bik-
ers chugged their beers before hop-
ping on their bikes to fly around the
track.
One anonymous biker, who asked
that he be referred to as “the guy in
the short Speedos and the Wrangler
button down,” said he felt the bike
event was the best event because of
the speed and danger involved.
“It was awesome and it was beer-
ful, it was slippery, it was fast,” the
rider said. “I felt like I wanted to
puke the whole time.”
Per tradition, the Montucky Beer
Mile Championship ended with the
naked run. Participants stripped
down to the bare necessities before
taking off for a fun lap around the
track.
Laughter was contagious as run-
ners bared it all, with some sprinting
and others jogging around the track.  
The jubilant noises of the partici-
pants grew louder and louder like
wolves howling at the moon. It
appeared as though everyone was
having a good time and would con-
tinue to do so late into the night.
Bassett, a second place finisher in
the Beer Mile, said he wanted to
emphasize that this was a celebra-
tion for Team Stampede’s cumula-
tive racing year, which had come to
an end.
“We don’t really get to drink that
often,” Bassett said. “This is just a
fun event for us.”
Hoffman emphasized Bassett’s
statement, saying that everyone on
the team pushed themselves to the
limit.
“Although we’re just a club, we
consistently finish in the top five in
the nation,” Hoffman said of his
hard-working teammates. “We’re a
perennial powerhouse.”
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match the amount collected by students that
currently stands at over $1,000.
Janjua and his family are from the
Pakistani town of Sialkot, which has not
been affected by the quake, but he knows of
people who have been killed or lost their
homes in some of the hardest hit areas such
as the city of Balakot.
Balakot was completely leveled and
many of its 100,000 residents perished in
the disaster.
While none of Janjua’s relatives were
killed, a friend of his wife’s brother who
held a PhD. in computer science and recent-
ly obtained a job as the dean of a Pakistani
school, perished with his entire family
when his Islamabad apartment collapsed.
The economics professor usually calls
home every weekend and has heard the sto-
ries of horror from his relatives.
“You can’t easily enter into the towns,”
Janjua said. “It’s hard to retrieve the bodies.
People wear masks but the smell is terrible.
The bodies are decomposing.”
Janjua said the most important thing to
focus on now is not the dead, but those who
have survived and are left without shelter or
food.
The earthquake left 2.5 million homeless
(though some estimates calculate that num-
ber to be as many as four million) and harsh
weather from the impending Pakistani win-
ter threatens to take the lives of many of
these refugees.
Through his blogging with friends and
colleagues from other United States univer-
sities, Janjua is encouraging other colleges
to hold similar fundraisers.
He said Kansas State University has sent
money to the Red Cross for relief efforts
and will hold a Pakistani dinner to raise
more proceeds and donations.
Dressed in a purple and yellow shalwar
kamiz – the traditional Pakistani dress for
women – Rutherford stands at the UC booth
and reminds passersby that shockwaves
from the earthquake in Asia have reverber-
ated in Montana.
“This affects the University of Montana,”
Rutherford said. “That’s why I’m so
involved.”
She will continue her efforts to communi-
cate with the UM exchange students and
hopes to receive even brief e-mails confirm-
ing that they are safe.
In the meantime, as the weather in
Pakistan continues to worsen, the tempera-
ture will drop and the body count will rise.
“There will be more disease, more terri-
ble cold, more epidemic,” Janjua said. “We
need to send money so these 2.5 million
people can survive.”
Yellow Kidney who arrived short-
ly.
Notes with discriminatory
remarks were slid under his door.
Along with the one mentioned
earlier, some also quoted bible
verses that condemn homosexual-
ity, specifically the verse “a man
should not lie with another man.”
On Oct. 7, at around 3:30 a.m.,
to the sounds of beating and kick-
ing on his door, and calls of
“(you’ll) have to come out some-
time,” Old Chief dialed 911 and
UM public safety responded.
When Old Chief called 911, the
dispatcher on the other end heard
harassment going on in the back-
ground.
According to their report,
Public Safety could not locate any
of Old Chief’s harassers. Yellow
Kidney said she arrived two min-
utes before Public Safety and was
able to identify the harassers and
their rooms.
“They have the room numbers
and I told Ron Brunell and the
police who they are,” Yellow
Kidney said.
Old Chief was taken by Yellow
Kidney to a friend’s house to
spend the remainder of the
evening, but the friend was not
home. Yellow Kidney dropped
Old Chief off at Elrod Hall,
according to UM Lambda
Alliance and Yellow Kidney. 
Old Chief went missing for the
rest of Oct. 7 and Yellow Kidney
later told UM Lambda Alliance
what had happened the night
before. 
Old Chief appeared once again,
but continued to be frightened by
his surroundings and began two
days of isolation in his room. 
Old Chief planned to change
dorm rooms but had yet to do so
when another incident occurred
Sunday morning.  
“On Sunday morning from 4
a.m. to 4:33 am again there were
students outside of his room
claiming they had nothing against
him and just wanted to talk,”
Perez said.
Public Safety came and investi-
gated but again cited nobody,
Perez said. Old Chief has not been
seen by Yellow Kidney or anyone
from the UM Lambda Alliance
since Sunday morning.
Public Safety’s report differs
from Perez’s account of events. 
Around 4 a.m. this past Sunday
resident assistants knocked on Old
Chief’s door to tell him to turn
down his music. He took the
request as a threat and called dis-
patch to complain.
When officers arrived they
noted Old Chief appeared intoxi-
cated. He was issued a warning
and released, according to Sgt.
Jamie Smith, of the office of pub-
lic safety.
Ron Brunell, director of resi-
dence life, says he is investigating
the incident and therefore could
only release certain information.
“The University has policies on
disruptive behavior, elicit use of
substance, and threatening behav-
ior. All of these may or may not be
applied to this case,” Brunell said.
Brunell has talked to a number
of students involved in the case
and said the investigation will be
finished “hopefully tomorrow.”
He also said the RA to student
ratio was adequate at its current
level of 1 to 33.
Brunell had no comment when
asked why the student hadn’t been
moved to a different dorm.
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News
PERSONALS
DANGER! CERAMIC FEVER! No known cure. Pottery
classes help symptoms. Make Christmas presents on
the wheel. $39. 7 weeks. Fun. 543-7970
Building self-esteem group for women. UM students
only. Meets Wednesdays 2-3:30. Cost is $10 for all 6
sessions. Contact Stacey at 829-6076
Seeking….a cheap date and a good laugh? The second
City comedy troupe is hilarity incarnated. Be there:
The University Theater on October 19th at 7:30 for an
evening of pure improv genius. Only $10 for students!
Calling all Men! Join us tonight at 7:00 in UC rm. 326
for Men Supporting Survivors. This is a free workshop
for all men who want to support those affected by
violence in their lives. Call 243-6429 for more info.
HELP WANTED
College Students: We pay up to $75 per survey.
www.GetPaidToThink.com
INTERNET WORK! $8.75-$39.50/ Hr! FT/PT. $25
Bonus! Studentsurveysite.com/kaimin2
Want someone w/ pony club experiences to help
exercise horses. 258-6467
$500 SIGN ON BONUS! Unlimited earning potential.
Fun working environment. Flexible schedules.
Available shifts- Days, Evenings, Weekends, and
Midshifts 12:00-6PM. Please call 728-8290 for more
information. Refer to ad #25
New upscale women's clothing store downtown look-
ing for part-time sales associate. Please fax resume
to 542-2630.
UM's Experiential College is looking for instructors to
teach a variety of classes during the Spring semester.
Fall 2005 courses included yoga, tribal style belly
dance, the Tao of health, Feng Shui your space, and
much more. Information, and course proposal forms
can be obtained online at
http://www.umt.edu/SA/UC/index.cfm/page/1796.
Deadline is Tuesday, November 1 at 5p.m. 
MAKE $8 AN HOUR! Very flexible schedule. Perfect for
a student needing a few extra bucks. We need sever-
al dependable workers. Please, call NELSON PERSON-
NEL @ 543-6033 today to schedule your interview. 
WANTED: Responsible, safe driver 8 hours per week
(Mon-Fri 3:30-5:00pm) $80 per week. Call 240-1880
JANITORIAL CREW SUP- 40-hr position assisting crew
sup at various worksites and substitute for supervisor
as needed. Knowledge and background in janitorial
services preferred. Mon-Fri: 2pm-10pm. May include
some weekends hours. $9.33/hr. Closes Tuesday
10/25/05, 5pm. Exc. Benefits including: generous
amount of paid time off, retirement, medical & den-
tal insurance, etc., plus the privilege of working with
professional and caring fellow staff. Applications
available at OPPORTUNITY RESOURCES, INC. 2821 S.
Russell, Missoula, MT 59801. Extensive background
checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE.
Missoula Parks and Recreation is accepting applica-
tions for part-time indoor soccer officials and flag
football officials. Positions open until filled.
Application and job description at Missoula Parks and
Recreation, 100 Hickory St., or download application
and job info at www.missoulaparks.org. No phone
call, please. EEO/AA, M/F, VH Employer. 
Need Dental Assistant. Mon, Tues, and Fri. 8am to
5pm. ASAP Call 543-3877
SERVICES
GOT HURT? GET HELP! Call Bulman Law Associates
PLLC-Montana's Best Injury and Disability Lawyers for
a Free CONSULTATION. 406 721-7744. 
The Body Shop ® is bringing its store to your door. Call
Laura Queneau Independent Senior Consultant 406-
728-1754 to host a Girls' night out or to learn more
about our business opportunity lqueneau@gmail.com
or www.thebodyshopathome.com/web/lauraq
Computer Problems? Computer Solutions! First Call
Computer Solutions. First in PC Repair. Free
Diagnosis. Blocks from Campus. Call Today 721-4592
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING $3.00/page
542-0837
Professional DJ Kelly Lynn, Book musical event 239-
2264 or email kellycat68@yahoo.com
FOR SALE
WHY RENT? Buy this  1981-70x14 BUDDY MOBILE
HOME. BUILD EQUITY while in college, I did. My pay-
ments were less than rent, now I am selling. (2bdrm,
1 bath) newly remodeled carpet & new bath, 2004 gas
stove paid $500.00 comes with- large yard, quiet,
clean. Cats ok. $12,000 OBO 327-1573 COME SEE!
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Five Griz  Cat tickets. Call Layne 240-3031
FOR RENT
Tired of your roommates or looking for a parking
space? Furnished studio, close to Univ., all utilities
paid incl. highspeed internet & cable with HBO.
$465/mo. Call 544-0799 or 207-6043.
Rock Creek Recreation: WEEKEND CABINS $44,
$66/NIGHT 251-6611, www.bigsky.net/fishing
DIAMONDS & JEWELRY
Diamond Dream wholesale and supply see ad in
Friday's paper (406) 449-GOLD
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: classifieds@kaimin.org.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
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